
   
 

DEVELOPMENT PLANNING SUB-COMMITTEE MEETING 

14:00 – 16:00 

Tuesday 23rd September 2014 

Glasgow and Clyde Valley SDPA Offices, 125 W Regent St, Glasgow, Glasgow City G2 2SA 

 

Welcome and apologies 

Attending: 
Stuart West   Orkney    (SW) 

Iain McDiarmid  Shetland/HoPS    (IMcD) 

Suzanne Shearer Shetland   (SS) 

Alan Williamson  West Dunbartonshire  (AW) 

David Jennings  Aberdeen City & Shire SDPA  (DJ) 

Bill Lindsay  Fife    (BL) 

Lorna Bowden  North Lanarkshire  (LB) 

Tim Stott  Highland   (TS) 

Claire Milne  Stirling    (CM) 

Gavin Miles  Cairngorms NPA  (GM) 

Karl Doroszenko East Ayrshire   (KD) 

Gordon Cameron South Lanarkshire  (GC) 

Robin Campbell  Scottish Government  (RC) 

Trevor Moffat  Improvement Service  (TM)  

 

Apologies received by: 

Gillian Dick, John Inman, George Eckton, Peter Marshall, Janice Long, Kate Cowey and David 

Hammond 

 

 

1. Minutes of previous meeting, 20th May 2014 
SW provided HoPS feedback for the NPF 3 VOICE evaluation 
 
TM and BL have not received comments on the Development Planning benchmarking indicators list. 
Further feedback on the questionnaire issued earlier this year would be appreciated. 
 
Scottish Government Town Centre Action Plan. The tender process begins next month but 
comments on this are still welcome. 
 

 
  



   
2. Workstreams 2014/15 

Housing Land Supply workgroup is currently still going on. John Inman is the DPSC representative. 

Action: JI to circulate date of next meeting 

 

SPP workstream is based on issues which may arise over time. Feedback is to be made through the 

DPSC and working groups may be generated if required. 

 

An additional workstream on the Community Empowerment Bill would be appreciated.  TS 

mentioned that Highland are not producing settlement plans for crofts/townships. Groups are using 

the bill to aid in providing a plan for the areas. The council would be legally obliged to carry out any 

HSE/HRA. There were two methods which may be suitable for using plans produced in this manner 

1) as supplementary guidance to the LDP or, 2) as interim supplementary guidance prior to the LDP 

being adopted with the area committee being able to judge objections. 

 

6 workstreams have been identified for 2014/15 

1. Housing Land Supply 

2. Issues arising from SPP 

3. Review of Section 3F 

4. Development Planning Gateway 

5. HES Scotland Bill 

6. Community Empowerment 

 

 
3. Scottish Government update 
The National Development Planning Forum will be held on the 5th of December. Carrie Thomson is 
the lead contact for this. Information and presentations from the previous forum held in March are 
available here. 
 
The Scottish Government Planning for Infrastructure Research project tender process is likely to 
start next month 
 
SG response to the SDP review is available here.  
 
Infrastructure delivery project tender process due to start in October. SG looking at existing and 
emerging approaches to planning and funding of infrastructure. This will focus on producing case 
studies and consideration will be given to whether further advice/guidance is required. The focus 
will be primarily on education and transport but this is not exhaustive. 6-8 case studies are required. 
Consultation is not ready for external consumption, however, documents may be released to the 
DPSC for position. The outcome will be a step by step process for local authorities to develop 
frameworks and how to feed them into the development plan. 
Action: Scottish Government to send to DPSC a potential list of case study types.  
 
LDP Gateway Review Pilot took place in Loch Lomond and Trossachs NPA over the summer. A review 
team went to Loch Lomond for a 4 day period to speak to DP team and stakeholders.  There was 
good feedback on this and Suzanne Stephen is looking to carry out another review with a volunteer 
authority. Ideally the volunteer will have their review completed within the current financial year. 
Please contact Suzanne.stephen@scotland.gsi.gov.uk for further information. 
 

http://scotgovplanningarchitecture.com/ndpf2014/
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Built-Environment/planning/Development-Planning/Strategic-Planning/ReviewDocs
mailto:Suzanne.stephen@scotland.gsi.gov.uk


   
The Development Planning Gateway has been in operation for 3 months and most local authorities 
are using this. There is currently no timescale put on enquiries using the gateway. 
Action: Comments to be forwarded to TM and SW to provide collated feedback from the DPSC  
 
Scottish Awards for Quality in Planning are to be held in Edinburgh on the 5th of November. 
 
HNDA refresh. Practitioner and manager guides are available here.  
 

 
3. SPP Issues 
CM wished to hear the DPSC view on the SPP’s “presumption in favour of sustainable development” 
and how this may affect outdated development plans. LDP’s are considered to be out of date if there 
is no 5 year Housing Land Supply. There is a concern that developers may use this push through 
development on sites which are not allocated within the LDP. 
 
Wind farm definitions were also discussed. It is now up to the local authority to define this, including 
what constitutes a wind farm and appropriate areas to develop. There may be challenges where 
bordering authorities have different definitions. Concerns were raised by KD that Wind Energy in SPP 
was not appropriate and it was debated within the group how landscape capacity studies could be 
used to ensure appropriate development without contravening the restrictive spatial approach laid 
out within SPP. 
SW is attending a good practice event in Battleby  
Action: SW to feedback to the group at the next meeting 
Action: TM to circulate a request to ask for each authority to provide their definition of a wind 
farm. 
 
Any feedback on the SPP can go to the Scottish Government through RC. Future areas which may be 
considered are: 

 The lack of guidance in the SPP on opencast coal. 

 Unconventional gas 

 SDP process of setting Housing Land Supply targets 
 

 
4. Town Centres 
The Payday Lending and Betting Shops consultation ends on the 14th of November. A DPSC response 
would be welcomed. 
Action: TM to confirm with DMSC if they are providing separate feedback 
 

 
5. Understanding Scottish Places 
The feedback form has been circulated recently looking to sign up interested parties. It was noted 
that the final goal was unclear and there is some cross over between this and the health checks 
currently carried out by authorities. 
 

 
6. Car Charging Policy – Information Request 
BL circulated this recently to gather information on how authorities addressed low carbon emissions 
through the development plan. It was acknowledged that this is encouraged but is not policy. 
Several authorities are providing this service on council properties. 
 
 

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Built-Environment/Housing/supply-demand/chma/hnda


   
7. PPF Indicators 
Effective land supply was seen as an issue. Having the Scottish Government define this clearly would 
be very useful. 
Action: DPSC to propose a set of definitions firstly to the HoPS Executive Committee. 
 
The PPF indicator on whether the development plan is on schedule was discussed. It was noted that 
the end point should be the key issue. A point to note was the 5 years starts when the LDP is 
reviewed and adopted. Action plans are seen as being as important as the development plan but are 
not measured.  
 
Action: TM to set up a sub-forum within the HoPS Knowledge Hub for discussion 
Action: Following initial discussion a focus group will meet to work out a potential definition 
Action: Agenda item on this at next meeting to discuss recommendation of the sub group and to 
agree whether the DPSC will provide feedback to the Scottish Government on indicators 
 

 
8. Housing Land Supply 
DJ and JI met with Homes for Scotland and the Scottish Government. One of the points to note was 
that Homes for Scotland stated that they thought only 3 authorities had a 5 year housing land supply 
contrary to the local authority view. 
 
Action: JI to contact Susie Stirling at the Scottish Government to arrange a follow up meeting. If JI 
is not available DJ, CM or Alison Kirkwood (City of Edinburgh) will stand in. 
Action: RC to ascertain if it is possible to arrange slot in the National Development Planning Forum 
for discussion 
 
Peter Marshall represented HoPS on the strategic housing supply discussion ran by Kay Barton at the 
Scottish Government. The discussion group is due to meet again on the 2nd and 27th of October. 
 

 
9. AOB 
Fife recently submitted an information request  on Neighbourhood notifications due to the chance 

of legal challenges as the SG circular states that it should be all proposals but is not clear. The island 

authorities stated they issued for all, Orkney produced a small booklet. Some larger authorities 

mentioned this may not be possible and only notified on new proposals.  

 

Information requests can be circulated to DP managers and the information collected made widely 

available on the Knowledge Hub library. Please contact TM if you have any questions you wish 

feedback on. 

 

The date of adoption for LDP’s was discussed. It was acknowledge it was 28 days after the 

submission to Scottish Ministers. The 6 week legal challenge is from the notice to adopt. 

Renfrewshire have submitted most recently and may be able to confirm. 

 

Meeting dates for 2015 will consist of two northern and two southern locations on a rotation to 

allow for wider access.  

Action: DPSC members to contact TM with possible venues. 

 

The next meeting will be held in Stirling on the 25th November 2014.  


